THE PARASTROPHIC CRITERION FOR THE
FACTORIZATION OF PRIMES
BY

FRED KIOKEMEISTER
If the rational prime p is not an extraordinary
divisor of the discriminant
of the irreducible polynomial /(*) with coefficients in the domain of rational
integers, the factorization
of/(x) modulo p gives the factorization
of the principal ideal (p) in the maximal domain of integrity of the algebraic number
field defined by/(x).
This criterion was given by Zolotareff(1) and discussed
by Dedekind(2).
Hilbert, by relating the structure
of (p) to the factorization
modulo p of the minimal polynomial of the general element of the maximal
domain of integrity (s), removed the necessity of separately
considering the
divisors of the discriminant.
The parastrophic
criterion here presented serves
the same purpose with what is perhaps a method involving a simpler computation.
Parts 2 and 4 of the paper are related to the work of Nakayama
and
Nesbitt(4) on the representations
of Frobenius algebras and to the study of
such algebras by Nakayama (5).
1. The parastrophic matrix. Let A be a linear associative algebra with
basis ei, e2, ■ ■ ■ , en over a field P. We designate the vectors of basis elements

as follows:
ei
e2

u = (ei, e2, • • • , en),

l_e„_|

-so that the vector u' is the transpose of u. We shall be consistent in employing
this notation for a vector and its transpose throughout
the paper. From the
theory(6) of the matric representations
of a linear algebra, we have for an
element a contained in A.

(1.1)

au = uR{a),

u'a = S(a)u',
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where R(a) and 5(a) are, respectively,
the first and second representations
of a. The elements of the vectors au and u'a are linear forms in the basis
elements et, e2, ■ ■ ■ , e„ with coefficients in P; the elements of the matrices
R(a) and S(a) are uniquely determined
in P.
The multiplication
table of the algebra A can be given as the outer product of the vectors u' and u:
ei

e\e2

e2e\

e2

e\en

2

uu

e2u

=

(u'ei, u'e2, • • • , u'en).

I_ enei

Employing

equations

(1.1), we have immediately

^uRi'
uR2

uu

(1.2)

= (Siu', Siu', ■ ■ ■ , Snu')
\_URnJ

where p, =p(ei), 5, = 5(et). The matrix u'u has as elements linear forms in the
basis elements. We shall designate u'u by Q(u). The array Q(u) is uniquely
defined by the basis u employed in the representation
of the algebra A. The
algebra is determined
up to an isomorphic ring and isomorphic basis by Q(u).
Frobenius defined the parastrophic
matrix(7) of an algebra A to be that
derived from Q(u) by replacing each basis element e{ by the variable sf<. This
replacement
may be achieved by the substitution
of £= {x\, x2, • • • , xn) for u
and £' for u' in the forms (1.2). In this notation the parastrophic
matrix is

•SRt

(2(0-

(1.3)

SF-2

= (Sif, S£,

SJt).

Up„J
The variables

xly x2,

, xn range over P.

Theorem 1.1. If£=(xh
elements of P,

x2, ■

, yn) and if at, a2 are

Q(<*l£+ c*2V)= a,Q(Ö 4- a*Q(ij).
The theorem

follows from equation

(7) Sitzungsberichte

der Preussischen

(1.3); for

Akademie

der Wissenschaften,

f903, p. 507.
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{a,ik4- a2r;)Pi-|

■r>Ri

vRi

(ai£ 4" a2r?)J?2

Q(ai£ 4- can) =

4" «2
L(ai£ + a2V)RnJ

=

+ «,ß(i,).

LVRnJ

Let a = aiei4-a2e24- • ■ ■ +anen,
ai£P,
be an dement
of ^4. Then
ä=(ai,
a%, ■ ■ ■ , an) is the unique vector representation
of a with respect
to the basis u. Employing the inner product of vectors, we have

a

(1.4)
The vector representation
ing properties:

- au

= ua

of the elements

of the algebra

A has the follow-

Theorem 1.2. For any elements a and b in A,
(a) aa=aä,
u(ElP.

(b) ä+b = ä + h.
(c) (ab)' = R(a)h', ab = äS(b).
Parts (a) and (b) of the theorem follow from the definition of an algebra.
For the proof of part (c), let a and b be two elements of A. Consider that

by equation

(1.4)

ab = a(uh') = {au)b'.

Then by (1.1)
ab = (uR(a))b' = u(R(a)b').
It follows from the uniqueness

of the vector

representation

that

(ab)' = R(a)h'.
Similarly

ab = äS(b).
Theorem

1.3. For any element a of the algebra A, the relations hold'-

HQ®= ma),

Q(Qä' = 5(fl)r

where £= (xi, x2, • • • , xn), and 0(1;) is the parastrophic

matrix of the fixed basis u.

Since äu' =a,
äu'u = äQ(u) = au = uR(a),
so that

äQ(u) = uR(a).
Here we have the equality

of two vectors with elements

which are linear forms

1941]
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in the basis elements e\, e2, ■ ■ ■ , en. The basis elements are linearly independent, and the linear forms must be identical. Since ä and R(a) have elements in
the field P, we may replace u = (d, d, ■ ■ ■ , en) by £ = (xi, xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn):

Similarly uä' =a,
u'uä' = Q{u)ä' = u'a = S(a)u',
and

Q(u)ä' = S(a)u'.
This gives

Ö(Öä' = 5(a)r
by the same argument as above.
An algebra ^4 is said to be a Frobenius algebra when there exists a vector
•q= {b\, 62, • • • , bn) with elements
S< in P such that Q(??) is nonsingular.
2. Orthogonal modules. In this section we shall assume that the algebra A
has an identity e. Any linear algebra not a null algebra is homomorphic
to an

algebra with identity.

Lemma 2.1. If A has an identity e, Q{ri)=0 implies that v = (0, 0, • • • ,0).
Let Theorem

1.3 be applied

to the element

e and the vector

n where

Q(v)=0:
eQ(rj) = r)R(e) = 77.

Then if Q(yf)=0, r?= 0.
Let M designate
the set of all vectors
q=(Si,
52, • • • , Sn) where
01, 8g, • • • , S„ are elements of P, i.e., M is the set of all constant vectors
when the variables x< of £ = (xi, x2, • • ■ , xn) are allowed to run over P.

Lemma 2.2. If D is a set of elements din A, the set U(D) of all tiElM such

that for alldSD

dQ(v)= 0
forms a P-module

closed on the right under multiplication

by all ST(x), x^A.

The set V(D) of all-q^M such that for all d £23

QWd' = 0
forms a P-module

closed on the right under multiplication

by R(x), x(ElA.

Let 171,172be such that

dQivd =0,

dED.
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Then for all d£Z>, by Theorem 1.1,
dQ(ociVi4- «2?72)= a,idQ(rii) + a2dQ(rj2)= 0
and U{D) includes all linear forms in 771,tj2 with coefficients in P, i.e., U(D) is
a P-module. Furthermore,
since, for the general vector £, J<2(£) = £R(d) (The-

orem 1.3), dQ{n) =0 implies that
dQ(r,Sr(x)) = vST(x)R(d) = vR{d)ST(x) = 0

for all d£F>, and xEA by the commutivity

of R(d) with ST(x) as established

by Frobenius(8).
It follows that nSr(x) is an element of U(D) whenever 77is,
and (7(F)) is closed on the right under multiplication
by all ST(x).
The second part of the theorem is proved by applying the same argument

to the relation Q(£)d' = S(d)£'.
For any theorem which is proved for right ideals in the following pages
there exists an analogous theorem for left ideals. Since the argument in each
case is the same, we shall state the theorems in most instances only for right

ideals.
Lemma 2.3. If N is a subset of the module M, the set a of elements a £^4 such

that

äQ(v)= 0
for all 7]EN forms a right ideal in A. Furthermore, U(a)QN.
Let ai and a2 be elements of a. Then for all 77£N
(ai<h 4- ci2a2)Q(ri) = (aiai + a2ä2)Q(-n) = aiäiQ(ri) + a2ä2<2(r;) = 0

where ct\, a2 are elements of P, and a is a P-module. The set a is a right ideal;
for let a be an element of a, c an element of A. Then by Lemma 1.2

ac = äS{c).

Frobenius established that

S(c)Q(v) = Q(v)R(c).
Employing

these results,

we have

^20?) = äS(c)Q(v)= äQ(r,)R(c)= 0
for all ein A. Hence ac lies in a, and a is a right ideal. By the definition of (7(a),
this set must include N.
The order of an ideal a is the order with respect to the basis field P; a is
of order r if r linearly independent elements constitute a P-basis for a.
(8) Frobenius, ibid., p. 507.
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Lemma 2.4. If a is a right ideal of order r, (7(a) is a P-module of order n —r.
If a=A, then r = n. As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, eQ{v) = 0 implies that v
is the zero vector. Then (7(a) =0, and the theorem holds.
If a = 0, then r = 0. Let Ö designate the zero vector which represents the
element 0 of the algebra. Every vector n satisfies the equation 0Q(r]) = 0, so
that (7(a) is of order n. In this special case also the theorem holds.
If a^^l
and a^O, then a has a basis v=(ai,
a2, ■ ■ ■ , ar). Let
Sv= {fit, e^, • ■ ■ , cn-r)

be a set

of elements

supplementary

to v so that

u = (s„, v) is a basis of A. Since a 9*A, e is not included in a, so we may choose e\
equal to the identity element of A.
If we employ u = (sv, v) to form Q(u), we have
<2(«) = u'u = (j„ v)'(sl
Since a is a right ideal, every element
the basis v. Writing Q(u) as a matrix
' ei,

G(«)=

\~~SvSv

SvV~\

Lv sv

vv A

of v'sv and v'v is expressible in terms of
of single elements, we have

e2, ■ ■ ■ , e„_r, a\, • • • , ar

e2,

■

vn—ft

'

at,

•

■

■

•

where every element of Q(u) in any row below the (« —r)th row must be expressed in the basis v. We pass by substitution
of £ = (jci, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn)
for the basis vector u to the parastrophic
matrix (9(£) and then set Xi=öi£P,
7?= (ai, a2, • • • , an):
«i,
«2.

an-r+l,

ct2,
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where the elements of any
a„_r+i, • • ■ , a„. Now if a£a,

row below

the

(» —r)th

[July
are linear

ä = (0, • • • , 0, pVr+i, • • • , ßn)
Obviously

if we choose a,=Q

for j = n —r4-1,

forms

in

where ßt G P.

• ■ • , », then

äG(ij)= 0
for any choice of «i, a2, • • • , «„_,. For in this case every element below the
(n —r)th row is zero. Conversely if äQ{ri) =0 for all fl£ct, then in particular
j3„_r+ia„_,+l

for all ßjEP.

+••••+

This linear form is identically

ßnCtn = 0

zero only if the a, involved

are

all zero.
It follows that t] = («i, «2, • • • , a»-n 0, • • • , 0) is the most general vector

such that

0Q(ri) = 0
for all a£a. But (7(a) is this set of vectors, and is therefore of order n—r.
If there exists a vector n such that r]R(a) =0, n is said to be orthogonal
on the left to R(a). Let a be an element of the right ideal a. From the relation

dQ(ij) = rjF.(a),
we see that rjR(a) =0 for all a£ct implies that äQ(rj) =0 and conversely. That
is, rj must lie in <7(u). Similarly if fj is a left ideal, F(b) is the set of all vectors

such that

Q(vW= 5(6)V= 0,
and ?7is orthogonal on the right to all S(b) where b lies in f>.

Theorem
2.1. If a is a right ideal, then U(a) is the set of vectors orthogonal
on the left to all R(a), a£_<x. If b is a left ideal, V(b) is the set of all vectors or-

thogonal on the right to all S(b), o£f>.
The vector sets U(a) and F(b) are called the orthogonal sets of the right
ideal a and the left ideal b, respectively.

Lemma 2.5. (a) U(a) =0, (7(0) = M. If TJi= (7(af), where a,-is a right ideal,
(b) aOa2 if and only if UiC U2, (c) (7(ui, a2)= UiA U2, [/(aiAas) - (Ui, (72).
Part

(a) follows immediately

from Lemma

Part (b): Let a.Gct,-, 7?,G (7,-.Then

Agfa) = 0
for all <ziin ui. In particular
12 G «2 C til,

2.4.
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and hence

ajÖ(fi) = 0
so that all 771are elements

of U2, or UiC U2.

Part (c): If 77G77iA U2, then äQ(n) = 0 for all a£(ai,

a2) so that

£7iA E7sGC7{ab
a2).
By (b) above, and since a;C(ui,

U2),

Ui D Ufa, a,),
Finally

these two relations

together

C7X
A 7J22 C7(oi,a2).
imply that

Ut A U2 - C7(tti,a2).
Similarly, let w€z(Ui, U2). Then <z<2(??)=0for all a£(aiAct2)

so that

(77!, U2) C (Oi A u2).
However,

if a,- is of order r,-, by Lemma

2.4

order (77i, U2) = order 77i + order C/2 — order (<7i A 77»)
= w — ri + M — r2 — order (77i A U2),
From the equation

(77iA U2) = U(ai, a2) we have

order (Ui A 772) = n — order (ui, a2).

and we know that
order (01, a2) = rx + r2 — order (ai A «2),

so that

order (TJi, 772) = « — order (ai A «2) = order 77(0! A «2)We have proved that U(aiAttz) contains (TA, U2) and that these two modules
have the same order. It must be true that

Ufa A «») = (77!, 7J2).
Lemma 2.6. Fei w be a vector with elements in P, and let Q{rf) be of rank r.
There exist a right ideal a and a left ideal 6, each of order n —r, such that 77(a) 75
the set of vectors rjSr(x), F(b) is the set of vectors rjR(x) where x ranges over all
elements of the algebra A.
Let a be the set of elements of A whose representation
vectors are orthogonal to Q(r]) on the left. Since Qirf) is of rank r, there must be n —r linearly
independent
such vectors. By Lemma 2.3, a is a right ideal in A. Similarly

fred
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there will exist the left ideal b of order n —r whose elements

b are those for

which Q(v)b'=0.
By Lemma 2.2, r?5T(x)G (7(a) for every x&A. If r = 0, v = (0, 0, • • • , 0)
by Lemma 2.1; for Q(r])=0 implies that 17= (0, 0, • • • , 0). Then a = b =A,
and the theorem is trivial.
If r9*0, T9*n, choose a basis bi, b2, ■ ■ ■ , bn~Tfor fj and let C\, c2, ■ ■ ■ , cr be
supplementary
to it in A so that u = (b\, b2, • ■ ■ , ö„_r, c%,c2, ■ ■ ■ , cr) is a basis
for A. If r = n, then 6 = 0, and c%,c2, ■ ■ • , cn is chosen as a basis for A. In either
case, if c=^aiCi,
oa&P, is an element of b, then c = 0; for in the first case
the Ci are linearly independent
of the bi and in the second case b consists of
the element 0 alone.
The r vectors
T?5T(d), vSr(c2), • ■ ■ , ySr(cr)

are linearly independent;
for if c=X)t>c>> then ^yi(vST(.Ci)) =vST(c) =0 implies that S(c)rj' = Q(rj)c' = 0 which implies that c is an element of b. Then
c = 0, and all yi are zero. We have established that the set of vectors nST(x)
is at least of order r. However by Lemma 2.2 this set is contained in (7(a),
and by Lemma 2.4 U(a) is of order r. Therefore U{a) = {rjSr(x)}.
A similar proof gives V(b)={riR(x)}
of order r.

Theorem

2.2. There is a bi-unique correspondence

between right ideals of A

and sub-modules U of M such that 17G U implies that vSr(x) £ (7 for all x^A.
There is a bi-unique
of M such that n^V

correspondence between left ideals of A and sub-modules
implies that vR (x) £ V for every x (ziA.

V

Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4 give the existence of (7= (7(a) for every right ideal a;
(7(a) is of order n —rii a is of order r.
Conversely let (7 be of order r and closed on the right under multiplication by all 5T(x). Let 771,772,• ■ • , f)r be a basis for U. By Lemma 2.6 there
exist right ideals a< with the orthogonal modules Ui = {r]ST(x)}. Now

U = ((7i, <72,• • • , (7r).
From Lemma 2.5, part (c) it follows that U= (7(a) where a = (aiAa2A ■ ■ ■
Aar). For each such set U there exists a right ideal a and (7= (7(a). This
establishes the theorem for right ideals. The proofs for left ideals can be carried through in the same way.
3. The parastrophic form. In the preceding section we have established
the fact that the ideals of an algebra with identity e can be put into correspondence with certain sets of vectors rj = (Si, 52, • • • , 8n), Oi£P, i.e., with
certain sets of values of xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn considered as variables over the field P.
Let A be restricted
to be a Frobenius algebra. This implies the existence of
the identity e. Then we may define
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7t(£)= *•(%,x2,■■■, x„) = I Q(0 I
as the parastrophic form with respect to the basis e\, e2, • • • , en. Since A is a
Frobenius algebra, this polynomial is not identically zero. Since the elements
of <9(£) are homogeneous linear forms in Xi, x2, • • • , x„, 7r(§) is homogeneous
of degree n in the variables.

Lemma 3.1. Every vector solution £ = 77of the equation 7r(£)=0 lies in the
orthogonal module of a nonzero ideal of A. Conversely if 77lies in the orthogonal
module of a nonzero ideal in A, 7^77)=0.

If £ = 77is a solution of tt(£) =0, then tt(t7) =0, | Q(r])\ = 0, and Q(ri) is of
rank less than n. By Lemma 2.6 there exist both left and right ideals whose
orthogonal modules contain 77.
If a is a right ideal of order r^O, then by Lemma 2.4 (7(a) is of order
n —rr*n, and a£a implies that

OQiv)= 0
for every 77included

in U(a). Then,

for every 77, Q(rj) is singular,

iW = IQ(v)I = 0,
and £ = 77is a solution of tt(£) = 0.
Theorem

3.1. If A contains a right ideal a or a left ideal b of order 1, then

*(*) = S(£)A(Ö
where gis a linear form in Xi, x2, • ■ • , xn. The orthogonal
consists of all solutions of g(£) =0.

module (7(a) or V(b)

Let a be a right ideal of order 1 in A. Then (7(a) is of order n — 1, i.e.,
(7(a) is a linear sub-space of M defined by a linear form g(£)=0.
However
since every solution of g(£)=0 is a solution of 7r(§)=0, g(£) divides 7r(£)(9).

Theorem
3.2. If A is a division
other than the zero vector. Furthermore,
variables

algebra, 7r(£)=0 can have no solutions
7r(£) must be of degree n in each of the

If A is a division algebra, ?r(£)=0 can have no solution 775=0 since by
Lemma 3.1 a zero of 7r(£) gives rise to an ideal other than the zero ideal in A.
Suppose 7r(£) did not contain a term ctix", a<^0. Then (0, 0, • • • , 1, • • • , 0)
with 1 in the ith place and 0 elsewhere would be a solution of ?r(£) =0, by the
homogeneity of 7r(£).

4. Commutative

Frobenius

algebras over a perfect field. Let A be a com-

mutative algebra of order n over the field P with basis e\, e2, • • ■ , e„. Every
ideal a is two sided, and (7(a) is the corresponding
orthogonal set.
(9) Cf. van der Waerden, B. L., Moderne Algebra, Berlin, Springer, 1931, vol. 2, p. 11.
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Lemma 4.1. If A is a commutative Frobenius algebra of order n over P, the
parastrophic form 7r(£) with respect to the basis e\, e2, • • • , e„ is factorable into
linear factors over some finite extension field A of P.
If ra = l, the theorem is trivial.
Let n>\,
and consider A/SI defined with basis ei, e2, ■ • • , e„ over the
algebraic closure 12 of P. Since the same basis is employed, the same multiplication table results and therefore the same parastrophic
form.
We define a minimal ideal of A to be an ideal which is not the zero ideal
and which contains only the zero ideal properly. The representations
of A/Q,
with respect to its minimal ideals (i.e., the absolutely irreducible representations) are of order 1(10). Then the minimal ideals themselves are of order 1.
By Theorem 3.1 each minimal ideal induces a linear factor of the parastrophic form 7r(f). There can be, therefore, not more than n linear factors
associated with the minimal ideals. By Theorem 2.5 these linear factors are
distinct if and only if the minimal ideals are distinct. It follows that there
can be not more than n minimal ideals. Let gi, g2, ■ ■ ■ , gk be associated with
the minimal ideals 0,1,a2, ■ • ■ , ak where k^n. It is true, by Theorem 3.1, that
=giig2l • • ' g**&. Let £ = ?7 be a solution of the equation tt(£)=0.
By
Lemma 3.1 r; must lie in the orthogonal module of some ideal in A. This ideal
must contain a minimal ideal a,- and therefore r\ must be a solution of g; = 0.
Every solution of the equation ir(£)=0 must be a solution of the equation
gigi ■ • • g* = 0. We have immediately,
by Hilbert's Nullstellensatz(u)
that the
only factors of 7r(£) are products of powers of the linear factors gi, g2, ■ ■ ■ , gk.

If A is a field defined through extending the field P by the coefficients of
the gi, A is a finite extension field of P in which ir(£) is factorable into linear
factors.
As an example, let us take the linear algebra with the defining matrix

<?(«)
=FeLa
defined over the rational

field P. Then,

Ö(Ö= T^i „*il .
Lx2 5xiJ

The

parastrophic

A = P (5«"),

form

a~\

I

5eJ

as in Part

1,

22
x(Ö= I.IQ(0I = S*i
-

is irreducible

over

the

rational

field,

but

over

TT(?) = (5 " 2X!- Xt) (5 W2Xl+x2).

As an example of the failure of the theorem for a non-commutative
algebra, consider the total matric algebra of order 4 with basis u = (en, ei2, e2i, e23)
over any field P we wish to choose. In this case
(I0) M. Deuring, ibid., p. 32.
(u) van der Waerden,

ibid.
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e(«)=

eX2 0

0

0

en e\2

e2\ e22 0

.0

0

0 ~|

0(0 =

0

x2 0

0

0

x3

Xi 0

LO

e,2\ e22J

*(Ö- I0(0
Here 7r(£) contains

Xi

{x2Xi

0

0 -

Xi X2

0

x3 Xi ~

— XiXi)2.

a factor of degree two which is irreducible

over all exten-

sion fields of P.
Lemma 4.1 may be applied to a theorem of Burnside(12)
tion of a certain determinant.
Consider the matrix
Xl,

X2t

v

v

— Xff^j

XffZ}

on the factoriza-

, Xn
...

A»

,

Xan —

where each row is a permutation
of the first row, the permutations
constituting a commutative
group @ of order n. This matrix is the parastrophic
matrix
of the group-ring with the elements of @ in some order as basis elements.
Since © is commutative,
its group-ring is commutative,
and the determinant
of the parastrophic
matrix is factorable into linear factors in some finite extension field of the field of coefficients.
An algebra is called primary if it contains an identity element and its remainder class ring with respect to the radical is simple. A simple commutative
algebra is a field; for a left ideal of a commutative
algebra is a two-sided ideal.
The decomposition
of the identity of a commutative
algebra into the sum of
primitive idempotents
induces a decomposition
of the algebra into the direct
sum of primary ideals. The remainder class ring of each component
of this
decomposition
contains but one idempotent
and is therefore a field(13).
We choose to impose upon the field P the condition that it be perfect,
i.e., that it admit no inseparable extension.
For convenience we shall define a primary commutative
algebra A to be in
normal form if it is defined over a maximal sub-field as coefficient field.

Lemma 4.2. A primary commutative algebra A/P defined over the perfect
field P may be put in normal form. We write A/P =E> / F where A/P modulo its

radical N is isojnorphic to the field F.
The primary

commutative

We may write A =F+N

algebra

A is defined

over the perfect

where N is the radical of A and A/N~F(U).

(12)W. Burnside, Messenger of Mathematics, vol. 23 (1894), pp. 112-114.
(13) For this paragraph, cf. Deuring, ibid., p. 17; van der Waerden, ibid.. p. 47.
(14) M. Deuring, ibid., p. 23.
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remainder class ring is a field since A/N is simple. The field F contained in A
may be employed as a coefficient field. Let e\, e%,• • • , e„ be a P-basis for A.
Consider the set of elements <piei+c/>2e2+ • • • +</>„<?„
where the <p,-range over
F. The set of all such numbers is contained in A, and on the other hand, since
F—\P, it contains A. Then an P-basis may be chosen for A considered as a
finite P-module. To indicate this change of basis field, we write

A/P = B/F.
The field F is maximal in A = F-\-N since any ring which contains
contain elements of the radical N.

F must also

Lemma 4.3. If a is a minimal ideal of the commutative primary algebra A,
then aN = 0 where N is the radical of A. If A is written in normal form B/F,
a is of order 1 over F.
Let A/P be written in normal form B/F. The same ideal a and the same
radical N are to be considered since the rings ^4/P and B/F are identical except for form of expression over different fields.
Let a be a minimal ideal of B. Let b?*0 be an element of a. Then a=Bb;
for uOPo, and a is minimal. Every element of a is of the form xb where x
lies in B. The correspondence
b-^cb, c an element of B, defines an endomorphism(16) of the ideal a considered as an additive group. Let X\b—*X\cb,

x^b^Xicb, where Xi, x2 are in B. Then xib-r-x^b = (xi-\-X2)b-+xicb-\-X2cb
= (xi-\-Xi)cb. Let c be the set of elements of B such that ca=0. Then c is an
ideal, and B/c is an absolute operator domain for a. However the endomorphism ring of a minimal ideal is a division algebra (16), so that the ring B/c
is a field. Since every ideal of a primary commutative
ring is contained in the
radical(17), cCJV, and B/c~P/.ZVi~F.
However no field can be homomorphic
to a second unless the homomorphism
is an isomorphism.
Therefore

B/c~B/N,

and c = N, Na = 0. It follows that a is of order 1; for
(ae + a)b = aeb = ab

where a is an element

of F, a is an element

of N, and Bb = a, br*0 being an

element of a.
Theorem
4.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that a commutative primary algebra defined over the perfect field P be a Frobenius algebra is that A have
one and only one minimal ideal.
Suppose that A has one and only one minimal ideal a. If this ideal is A,
then A is a field and the theorem holds. If a is a proper ideal, then a is of
(15)van der Waerden, B.L., Moderne Algebra, Berlin, Springer,
(16)van der Waerden, Modern Algebra, vol. 2, p. 165.
(17) Krull, W., Idealtheorie, Berlin, Springer, 1935, p. 22.

1936, 2d edition.
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order 1 over F by Lemma 4.3 and a is of order k over P where k is the order
of Fover P. Then if (7(a) is defined for A/P and A is of order n over P, (7(a) is
of order n —k over P. This follows from Lemma 2.4. Since a is minimal, every
nonzero ideal of A must contain a, and therefore every orthogonal
module
of a nonzero ideal is contained in (7(a) (Lemma 2.5). Then if x is a vector of M
not contained in (7(a), |@(x)| 7^0; for by Lemma 3.1 |(2(x)| =0 implies that x
lies in the orthogonal module of a nonzero ideal in A.
Conversely suppose that A has at least two minimal ideals a and b. Since
a and b contain no ideal other than the zero ideal, they must be principal
ideals. Let a = (a), b = (o) where a9*0, b9*0. The elements a and b must lie
in the radical of A since every ideal of A lies in its radical.
Let A be written in normal form B/F. Then by Lemma 4.3, a and b are
of order 1 over F. Choose a basis
v = (e, a2, ■ ■ ■ , am_2, a, b)

where e is the identity of B, and a2, ■ ■ • , am-2 lie in the radical of B, and m is
the order of B over F. By Lemma 4.3 the product of a and b with any element
of the radical is zero. We have
, «»1-2,

u2,
2

a2,

a2,

am-2,

•

a,

0,

a

n

Qb(v) =

Ö,

b~

, ■

, o, 0

•

, o, 0

,0,
, 0,

0, 0
0, 0_

Let w be a basis of F with respect to P. Then B/F

may be written

as A/P

with basis
u = (ew, a2w, ■ ■ ■ , am-2w, aw, bw),

and the corresponding

defining

■eQF(w),
<z2<2f(w),

Qa(u) =

matrix

öüÖj?(w),
2

a2QF(w),

takes the form

, öm_2Öp(w), oQF(w), bQF(w)~\

,

•

0,

.bQP(w),

0,

where QF{w) is the defining matrix

0

o,
o,

öm-üÖF(w) ,

aQF(w),

,0,

o,
for F with respect

0
0
0

to P. The form of Qa{u)
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implies immediately
that the parastrophic
be a Frobenius algebra.

matrix

Qa(£,) is singular;

A cannot

Corollary
4.1. If the parastrophic form 7r(£) of the commutative primary
algebra A contains a linear factor g(£), the vector solutions of the equation g(£) = 0
form the orthogonal module of an ideal of order I in A.
Let 7r(£) =g(£)A(£) where £=(»i, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn) and where
is a linear
polynomial
in Xit
* ■ ■ j xn. The solutions of
=0 form a linear sub-space
T of the set of vectors M. If M is of order n, T is of order n — 1.
Suppose that F is not closed on the right by all Sr(x). Then rji^O and
a 9*0 exist such that r]iSr(a) is not an element of T, and

M = T + Pm Sr(a).
If rj£;M, there exist ?72£F and a£P such that 77=r/24-ar7i5T(a). Since »71and
?72are solutions of g(£)=0 and therefore solutions of 7r(£)=0 each of these
vectors must, by Lemma 3.1 lie in the orthogonal
module of some nonzero

ideal of A. Let r>i£U(ai),
The

theorem

6^(«iAu2).

gives

the

772G(7(u2). Then by Lemma 2.2 77iST(a)£U(a{).
existence

of an unique

But 17G;(7(aiAa2) which is contained

minimal

ideal

by*0,

and

in (7(b). It follows that

IQWl =0, and A is not a Frobenius algebra.
This contradiction
gives the closure of T. By Theorem
onal module of an ideal of order I'm A.

2.2 T is the orthog-

Theorem
4.2. If the commutative algebra A has only principal
a Frobenius algebra.

ideals, A is

Suppose that a primary component
B of A were not a Frobenius algebra.
Then, by Theorem 4.1, B must have at least two minimal ideals. Since a minimal ideal is principal, these must have the form (a) and (b), a9*0, br*0. Every
element of (a) is of the form ca where cGP, and every element of (b) is of

the form cb.
Consider the ideal (a, b) with elements Cia+c2b where c^B.
Now every
element of B can be written as <p+d where <pis an element of the field F, d is
an element of the radical N, and B = F+N. By assumption the ideal (a, b) is
principal and is therefore generated by a fixed element C\a-\rc2b, C\, c2(EB. By

Lemma 4.3 aN = 0; and bN = 0. It follows that
(<£-f d)(cia 4- c2b) = d>(cia + c2b).
However

(a, b) contains

the ideals (a) and (b), so that the equations

<pi(cia 4- c2b) = a,

</>2(ci«+ °2b) = b

must have a solution for cpi and c/>2as elements of F. Since F is a field, this implies that ci=c2=0
and that a=b=0
contradictory
to hypothesis.
Over the perfect field P it is possible to consider the polynomial algebras
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of the form

Ac*P[x]/fix)
where P[x] is the polynomial domain in the indeterminant
x, and P[x]/f(x)
is the remainder class ring with respect to the polynomial/(x).
The basis of A
may be chosen as 1,
d reduction modulo f(x) of degree n
follows any multiplication.
In this case the polynomial ideal theories may be
employed (ls). The factorization
of /(x) into distinct factors gives a corresponding reduction of A into the direct sum of ideals. If/(x) = gi(x)g2(x) where
the two factors are relatively prime, then

A ~P[x]/f(x)
If/(x)

P[x]/gi(x) + P[x]/g,(x).

is the power of an irreducible

Lemma 4.4. If yl~P[x]//(x),

polynomial,

then P[x]//(x)

is primary.

A has an ideal of order 1 if and only if f(x)

has a linear factor.
Let/(x)

= gi(x)g2(x)

• • ■gr(x) where gi(x), g2(x), • ■ • , gr(x) are irreducible.

Then
A =Ci + C* + ■■ ■ + CT,
and C;~P[x]/gi*'(x)

is a primary

ideal.

Now

Ci^Fi~P[x]/gi(x)
so that Fi is a field whose order is the degree of gj(x). Let a be a minimal
ideal of d in case <r,->l and C, itself in case o-j= 1. Then a is a minimal ideal
of A. However, since u2aF,-, a is of order at least that of P< so that if a is
of order 1, Ft is of order 1, and g;(x) is of degree 1.
Conversely if gj(x) is linear, C'<äF[x]/g"'(x)
is isomorphic with PfyJ/y7''
where y=g<(x). The transformation
y=g»(x) has an inverse since gi(x) is linear. We may choose as a basis of C the elements 1, y, y2, • • • , y**~l. Then, as
in the proof of Lemma 4.2, the maximal field contained in d is isomorphic
with P, and d contains an ideal of order 1, or C itself is of order 1.

Theorem
4.3. If F is an algebraic extension field of the perfect field P, the
parastrophic form of F with respect to its basis over P is irreducible.
Since P is perfect, P~P[x]//(x)
where/(x)
is irreducible over P; for F
is generated by a single element satisfying the irreducible polynomial
equation /(x) =0. Suppose that for some basis of F

*<Ö= gi(Ö*i(0
where g» is of degree mi<n,n
(18) Cf. van der Waerden,

being the order of Pwith

loc. cit.; Krull, loc. cit.

respect to P. By Theo-
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rem 3.2 tt(£) is a polynomial of degree n in xi, gi is a polynomial
in Xi over the polynomial field
r = P(x2, *«,-••,

of degree mi

xn).

Let a root p of gi be adjoined to V. Then gi (and therefore ir(£) has a linear
factor in T(p). It follows (Lemma 4.4) that/(x)
must have a linear factor over
T(p) since F/T(p) must by Corollary 4.1 have an ideal of order 1. However
7r(£) is uniquely factorable
into linear factors over a finite extension field A

of P (Lemma 4.1), so that
T(u) = P(6)(x2,

*»»•••,

xn)

where 6 is algebraic of degree mi with respect to P. Then fix) has a zero in
P(8). However/(x)
is of degree n over P while mi was assumed to be less
than n. This contradiction
gives the irreducibility
of x(£).

Lemma 4.5. If the primary commutative Frobenius algebra A is defined over
the perfect field P, and if the maximal field F contained in A is of degree k over P,
then A/Q, where Q is the algebraic closure of P, has exactly k minimal ideals.
If F is the maximal field contained in A, then F~A/N
where N is the
radical of A, and we may write A as the direct sum of F and A7(19);

A/P = F/P + N/P
where the direct
Consider that
follows that F is
that this element

sum is in the sense of P-modules.
P is perfect and that F is a finite extension field of P. It
obtained from P by the adjunction
of a single element and
satisfies an irreducible algebraic equation/(x)
=0 of degree

k with coefficients in P. Then

F/P~P[z]//(x).
If we extend

P to its algebraic

closure

Q, then

A/Q= F/Q 4- N/Q
and, furthermore,

F/0~f2[x]//(x).
Over ß, however, /(x) factors into linear factors, and F/Q decomposes into
the direct sum of primary ideals, each containing
an unique idempotent.
There can be but k idempotents
in A/Q,, and each induces a primary compo-

nent of A/Q.
Since ^4/P is a Frobenius algebra, A/Q is a Frobenius algebra. Each primary component of A/Q is a Frobenius algebra, and each, by Theorem 4.1,
(19; M. Deuring, loc. cit., p. 23.
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can contain one and only one minimal ideal. We have proved that the number
of these components is k since each contains a primitive idempotent
of F/ß.
Therefore there are just k distinct minimal ideals in A/Q.

Theorem 4.4. // the primary commutative algebra A is a Frobenius algebra,
the parastrophic form is 7r(£) =gm{£) where
may be chosen as the para-

strophic form of F^lA /N where N is the radical of A.
Let A/P be written in normal form B/Fwith
basis v = (bi = e,b2, ■ ■ ■,bm = b)
where e is the identity element and b is the basis element with respect to F

of the unique minimal ideal of B (cf. Lemmas 4.1, 4.3) and b2, ■ ■ ■ , bm lie
in the radical of B. The defining matrix of B/F under these conditions is
e,

b2,

b2, b2, ■ ■ ■ , 0

Qb(v) =

Lb, 0,

0J

The product of b with any element of the radical is zero by Lemma 4.3.
Column m and row m of Qb{v) consist of zeros except in the first place of each.
Let w be a basis of F with respect to P. Then a basis of A/P=B/F
with
respect to P will be given by

u = (ew, b2w, ■ ■ ■ , bw),
and the defining matrix of A/P

on the basis u is

\~eQF(w),

QA(u) =

b2QF(w),

b2QF(w), btQfiw),

LbQF(w),

0,

, bQF(w)'

,

0

,

o J

where QF(w) is the defining matrix of F with respect to P.
To form the parastrophic
matrix
Qa(0
from Qa(u) we substitute
(■= (*i.
x„) for u in Qa(u). This substitution
will also take place
in the upper right4iand
corner of the matrix, namely within the matrix
bQF(w) =QF(bw). Since b is linearly independent of the elements of the basis w,
QF(bw) will be the same except for notation asQF(w). Substitution
of variables
Xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn in QF(bw) will, therefore, give the same result as substitution

in QF{w).
Then |(M£)| =g(£) must be the parastrophic
form of F for the basis w.
In the expansion of | Qa(^) | by minors as indicated by the matrix Qa(u), g(£)
must enter as a factor. The parastrophic
form of A is 7r(£) =g (£)/(£) where

g(£) is, by Theorem 4.3, irreducible.
We now extend

the basis field P to its algebraic

closure

fl. Over £2, how-
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ever, g(if) = Ai(if)/z2(if) • • ■ A*(if) where k is the order of Fover P and the
are distinct linear polynomials in X\, Xt, • ■ • , X„ (cf. Lemma 4.1). By Lemma
4.5, A/Q has exactly k minimal ideals. Suppose that/(if)
contained a linear
factor distinct from the A»(if). Then by Corollary 4.1 this factor would give
rise to a (&4-l)st minimal ideal distinct from the rest. Since this is impossible,
/(if) must contain only the Aj(if) as factors. Since g(if) is irreducible over P,
/(if) must be a power of g(if), and ir(if) = gm(if) where m is the order of B over F.
5. Factorization of the rational prime number p. Let Fbea
finite extension field of degree n over the rational field R. Let G be the ring of rational integers, and let K be a domain of integrity
in H with G-basis e\, e2, ■ ■ ■ , en.
If p is a rational prime number, a=Kp is the corresponding
principal ideal

in K. Then
a = qiq2 ■ • ■ q»

where q* is a primary

ideal belonging

C = K/a~

to the prime ideal pi, and

K/qi + K/q, + ■■■+ K/q.

is the direct sum of the primary ideals i£/q;(20). This ring is composed of
linear combinations
of the elements e; with coefficients in G taken modulo p,
and is therefore a linear algebra over the field P = G/p, which is a perfect
field(21). Furthermore,
C has the same multiplication
table as K. If 7r(if) is
the parastrophic
form in the basis e1( e2, ■ • ■ , en,

t*(Ö = x(Ö (mod p)
is that of the algebra C.
The additive components of C induce a factorization
of 7r*(if) into distinct
factors. Each component is primary, and the corresponding
factor of the parastrophic form is the power of an irreducible factor or is identically zero (Theo-

rem 4.4), i.e., if 7r(£f)^0 (mod p), then

«<f) = gi g? "I*'

(mod p)

where the degree of g4 is the degree of the field K/pi over P, and the radical
of K/qi is of index at most n,
Two ideals are said to be divisor prime in K if their greatest common divisor is the unit ideal.

Lemma 5.1. If the ideal a is divisor prime to the conductor f of K, then K/a
is a principal ideal ring.

By Krull(22) if a is divisor prime to f, a=pi1p22 ■ • • p": Let fOa.
(20)Cf. van der Waerden, loc. cit., vol. 2, pp. 47-50.
(21)van der Waerden, loc. cit., vol. 1, first edition, p. 118.

f22)Krull, ibid.

Then

(b, f)2(tt,
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f)2-K,

and every ideal which contains

a is divisor prime to f. Then

b=pFpi2 • • • P?"where ßi^ou.
Consider

that

the ideals of K/a

are the rings b/ct where

bZ)d- Then

if

c=PiI+1p22+1 • • • p*'+1, ci=tf11+1$+1 .
$ • • • $+\
we may choose dt in ctand not in c. Then di is contained in every p^'+1 except p?i+1. Furthermore
<i;
is contained
in all p^'. Therefore di and d =di+d2+
■ ■ ■ +ds are contained
in b. It follows that the ideal (a, d) which contains a is contained in b. Since

(ct, ti) is a divisor of a, (a, d) = pi1p2'2■ ■ ■pjs, where 7;^pV Then dEp*'. However d is not divisible by p?'+1 so that 7>5=/3;. It follows that 7»=/3;, and
(a, d) = p! p2

- b.

The ideal b/a of K/a is generated by the element d, i.e., if/a is a principal ideal ring(23).
When K is the maximal domain of integrity of H, the conductor f is the
unit ideal, and K/a is principal for every ideal in K.

Theorem 5.1. If ir{^)=gTg^ • • gV (mod p), then
a = Kp = qrq2 • • • q.

where the a, are primary ideals belonging to the prime ideals pi of degree that of g,-.
If 7r(?) —0 (mod p), p is not prime to the conductor of K.
The theorem

follows immediately

from the above

conclusions

Theorem 4.2.
University of Wisconsin,
Madison. Wis.
(23) The proof of Lemma S.l is taken from van der Waerden,

loc. cit.

and from

